
HYC-940/HYC-580

Operation Manual

Read the Operation Manual carefully before using your appliance.

Keep the Operation Manual in a safe place.

Appearance, color and layout of the door may vary.

Pharmaceutical Refrigerator





Product

Model

Volume

External panel

Internal panel

Pharmaceutical refrigerator

HYC-940

940L

Sprayed steel sheet

Sprayed steel sheet

HYC-580

580L

Insulation

Rack

Cooling

Compressor

Condenser

Evaporator

Rrfrigerant

Defrosting

Thermostat

Over-temp warning

Low-temp warning

Door warning

Spare storage parts

Lamp

Temp recorder

Accessories

Net weight

Rechargeable battery

Styrene polyurethane foam (Freon-free)

6

Air circulation

Sealed

Finned pipes

Finned pipes

R134a

Automatic

Electronic control system

Indicator blinks for buzzer and remote warning

Indicator blinks, without deferred buzzer alarm

Door warning indicator on, and buzzer signal 10 minute later

Permanent static storage

Lamp, 15Wx2

Without

250kg

UN7.0-8(8V7.0AH)

Key: 1 set; Recording paper: 1 box; Shelf restrainer Screw: 4

Operation manual: 1; Plastic bag: 1; 9V Battery: 4

LYGX (Z) No.: 2580088

YZB/LU 0028-2004

6

178kg

Lamp, 15Wx1

LWC 930W 420W
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HYC-940 Diagram
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4.Rack
There are 6 racks inside.

5.Inner light
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10 min later 10 min



Temperature adjusting:

Press and hold both SENSOR SELECT button and CALIB CANCEL button for more than 3s until

original setting starts flashing to indicate that it enters temperature setting mode. With each press

of CALIB CANCEL button, temperature setting increases 0.1 until reaching upper limit, which

is defaulted as 8 . If press again, it returns to lower limit, which is defaulted as 2 . It repeats the

above cycle. When it reaches your desired temperature, if you don't press the button within 5s,

the temperature setting will be saved and it automatically quits the temperature setting mode (the

temperature setting range programmed at factory is 2 - 8 ). The display returns to display inside

sensor temperature or average temperature before setting is made (not flashing).

2~8 .
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in side


